What is OER?

- “OER are teaching, learning, and research resources that reside in the public domain or have been released under an intellectual property license that permits their free use and re-purposing by others. Open educational resources include full courses, course materials, modules, textbooks, streaming videos, tests, software, and any other tools, materials, or techniques used to support access to knowledge.”

The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
Why OER?

Textbooks are expensive. Textbooks don't have the exact material you want to cover. No budget for new, up-to-date text. Improve quality of material. Raise individual/institution profile.

OER Search Engines

http://open4us.org/find-oer/

https://www.oercommons.org/

http://www.google.ca/advanced_search
Who is Creating OER?

• Massachusetts Institute of Technology
• Khan Academy
• Goodwill
• Saylor Foundation
• Grant Funded Programs
• Educators Like You

Licensing

Creative Commons License Process

• [http://creativecommons.org/choose/](http://creativecommons.org/choose/)

Creative Commons Licensing Things to Know

• [http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Before_Licensing](http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Before_Licensing)
Creative Commons License Options

Things to Consider When Building a Course

- Static: containing actual copies of the resources
- Dynamic: providing links to resources elsewhere
- Automated
- Based on human input (you could gather an expert group for selection and quality control)
- A combination of these
Classroom Activities

Career Exploration
Infographics
Quizzes
Keeping Current
Skills Assessment
Activities